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Community building in a changed world - Auditorium

14:30 
Opening Ceremony - Auditorium
Join us to officially open IASP Virtual, our first ever online World Conference! 
We will have a few words from IASP Chairman Paul Krutko and CEO Ebba Lund,  a greeting from our 
full international board of directors, and you can meet our MC.

14:50
Keynote - Auditorium
We are delighted to welcome Lee Newman, Dean, Professor and Edu-Entrepreneur at IE University (Spain) as our 
keynote speaker at IASP Virtual! 

15:10
IASP Highlights - Auditorium
What’s to come at IASP virtual? See the IASP 2020 highlights by CEO Ebba Lund for a quick ‘conference tour’, as 
well as member highlights and other achievements over the year.

15:25 - 15:30   B R E A K

15:30

The success of innovation ecosystems doesn’t just depend on having large numbers of companies on site: they 
also need a supportive community of people to rely on, serve and work with. Community building has become too 
important not to be handled professionally, and we will explore some of the tools and techniques STPs and AOIs 
deploy to build and maintain a sense of community, as well as how they have adapted to life under the pandemic.

Moderator: Lena Miranda (Linköping Science Park, Sweden)

Speakers: Jernej Pintar (Ljubljana Technology Park, Slovenia), Vaido Mikhein (Tartu Science Park, Estonia) and 
Mieke de Bruin (Utrecht Science Park, the Netherland).

16:20
Quickfire interview: innovation ecosystem managers  - Auditorium
Who are the people running science parks and areas of innovation? As we focus on the human factor, let’s connect 
with the managers to hear what brought them to the industry, their profiles, what they love about it and more… In 
this double interview you will meet  Mia Rolf  (Ideon Science Park, Sweden) and  Hauwa Yabani (Abuja Technology 
Village Free Zone Company, Nigeria)

16:30 - 16:40    B R E A K

15min Q&A
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18:45 
New forms of work: opportunities for people and organisations
Auditorium
What will work look like in the future? There are complex feedback loops between new technology, jobs and 
skills, and new technologies can drive business growth, job creation and demand for specialist skill. Explore how 
innovation ecosystems can help people and organisations make the most of these opportunities, and continue to 
keep pace with the changing world through lifelong learning and continuous improvement.

Moderator: Filippo Addarii (PlusValue, UK)

Speakers: Jean-Sébastien Bouchard (SYNECDO, Canada), Balvinder Singh Powar (IE Business School, Spain), 
and Jordi Alba Canals (Lighthouse DIG, USA).

Innovation communities: stories from London, Medellín and Toronto
Auditorium

10min Q&A

15min Q&A

15min Q&A

Some of the world’s most emblematic innovation hubs from London (UK), Medellin (Colombia) and 
Toronto (Canada) will be in conversation on our virtual stage, sharing insights into what makes their urban 
innovation communities so effective. None of them are traditional STPs, and from their different local 
contexts they will reflect on our common mission to support innovation, attract talent, and foster sector 
convergence.

Moderator: Paul Krutko (Ann Arbor SPARK, Michigan, USA)

Speakers: Alex Ryan (MaRS, Canada), Paulina Villa (Ruta N Medellin, Colombia) and Gavin Poole (Here East, UK)

18:00
Innovation in the city - Auditorium 
How can cities build a culture of innovation to tackle big problems and deliver better results for residents? 
Moderator McLean Sibanda (Bigen Global, South Africa) will be talking to speaker Stephanie Wade (Bloomberg 
Philanthropies, USA) about the most effective approaches to innovation, including design-based innovation, data 
analytics, and behavioural economics, and their impact on real social issues.

16:40
Icebreaker - Auditorium
Missing human interaction and the chance to say hello to IASP colleagues from around the world in person? This 
is your moment to connect in a virtual space where you will be able to turn on your cam and join random smaller 
groups to say hi, take the elevator to another virtual floor to meet other peers and more. Our MC will be with us to 
get the ball rolling!

17:10 

18:35 - 18:45   B R E A K
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19:35
Quickfire interview: innovation ecosystem managers - Auditorium
Who are the people running science parks and areas of innovation? As we focus on the human factor, let’s connect 
with the managers to hear what brought them to the industry, their profiles, what they love about it and more… 
In this double interview you will meet Kadi Villers (Tehnopol Tallinn Science Park, Estonia) and Rodrigo Mendes 
(Parque Tecnológico - São José dos Campos, Brazil).

19:45 
Take a break and unwind - Auditorium
Join our MC for some interactive activities!

19:55
AI update since #IASPnantes - Auditorium

Our 2019 World Conference IASP Nantes took an in-depth look at the fast-moving technologies of the 4th 
Industrial Revolution: invited speaker Yves Lostanlen from Element AI in Canada returns to update us on all the 
latest developments in this key sector that is quietly revolutionising the way we work. Join him in conversation 
with Peter Kurzwelly from AI Sweden.

20:15 
City destinations and when we’ll meet again - Auditorium
We used to travel the world and explore wonderful destinations together. What’s ahead and how are cities around 
the world preparing for us to get back to our in-person meetings? What about the venues and tech tours to 
innovation hotspots around the city? Join us for a conversation with BestCities Global Alliance and speakers from 
Copenhagen, Melbourne and Singapore.
Welcome by: Ebba Lund (IASP)

Moderator: Jane Cunningham (BestCities Global Alliance)

Speakers: Beverley Williamson (Melbourne Convention Bureau, Australia), Kit Lykketoft (Copenhagen Convention 
Bureau, Denmark), and Denitsa Arabadzhieva (Singapore Exhibition and Conventions Bureau, Singapore).  

20:45   End of d ay1
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9:50 
What happened and what’s next - Auditorium
Recap of day 1 and preview of day 2, with Ebba Lund (IASP) and Josep Piqué (La Salle Technova Barcelona, Spain)

10:00 
AOI & STP conversations: Asia Pacific - Auditorium
Take a trip around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting the Asia Pacific region.
Welcome by: Regional Division President Suwipa Wanasathop (Thailand Science Park, Thailand)

Moderator: Herbert Chen (Tsinghua University Science Park - TusPark, China)

Speakers: Janekrishna Kanatharana (Eastern Economic Corridor of Innovation - EECi, Thailand), Shigekata 
Mizuno (Kyoto Research Park, Japan) and Mohammad Ali Mohammad  (NSTP, Pakistan)

10:00  
AOI & STP conversations: WANA - Grand Hall
Take a trip around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting the WANA region.
Welcome by: Regional Division President Lamiae Benmakhlouf (Technopark Morocco, Morocco)

Moderator: Mostafa K. Eghbal (Isfahan Science & Technology Town - ISTT, Iran)

Speakers: Hussain Almahmoudi (Sharjah Research Technology and Innovation Park, United Arab Emirates), 
Néjiba Bouzaiane (Telpin Software Systems, Tunisia) and AminReza Khaleghian (Pardis Technology Park, Iran)

10:45
Quickfire interview: innovation ecosystem managers - Auditorium
Who are the people running science parks and areas of innovation? As we focus on the human factor, let’s connect 
with the managers to hear what brought them to the industry, their profiles, what they love about it and more… In 
this double interview you will meet Luis Pérez Díaz (Science and Technology Park Cartuja, Spain) and Hao Tang 
(Tuspark - Jiangsu- Innovation Research Institute, China)

10:45
Take a break and unwind - Grand Hall
Join our MC for some interactive activities!
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10:55 
AOI & STP conversations: Eurasia - Auditorium
Take a trip around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting the Eurasia region.
Welcome by: Regional Division President Oleg Movsesyan (MSU Science Park, Russia)
Moderator: Pekka Viljakainen (Skolkovo Foundation, Russia)

Speakers: Vladimir Davidovich (Minsk City Technopark, Belarus), Renat Batyrov (Technopark Skolkovo LLC, 
Russia) and Aksar Sembin (Almaty Tech Garden, Kazakhstan)

10:55  
AOI & STP conversations:Africa - Grand Hall
Take a trip around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting Africa.
Welcome by: Regional Division President Hauwa Yabani (Abuja Technology Village Free Zone Company, Nigeria) 
Moderator: McLean Sibanda (Bigen Global, South Africa)

Speakers: Alan Boshwaen (Botswana Innovation Hub, Botswana), John Tanui (Konza Technopolis, Kenya) and 
Pieter Holl  (The Innovation Hub, South Africa)

11:40
Take a break and unwind - Auditorium
Join our MC for some interactive activities!

11:50
Quickfire interview: STP association managers - Grand Hall
Networking and knowledge exchange is key in any network. Meet Norbert Mórucz (Association of Industrial, 
Science, Innovation and Technology Parks, Hungary) and Ali Motamedzadegan (Mazandaran Science and 
Technology Park-MSTP, Iran) who both lead national science park associations and hear what parks contribute to 
the local communities in their countries – and learn how to say Science Park in their languages too.   

11:50 - 12:00  B R E A K
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12:00
AOI & STP conversations: Europe - Auditorium
A journey around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting Europe.
Welcome by: Regional Division President Lena Miranda (Linköping Science Park, Sweden)

Moderator: David Rowe (Warwick Enterprise, UK)

Speakers: Mai Louise Agerskov (INCUBA, Denmark), Stephen Taylor (AREA Science Park, Italy) and Mia Rolf  (Ideon 
Science Park, Sweden)

12:00
Eyes on the market: pandemic pivots - Grand Hall
Companies across sectors have had to pivot under Covid-19 and come up with new business models, innovative 
ways of working and new product lines that will last beyond the pandemic: startup guru Thomas Prexl (Heidelberg 
Technology Park, Germany) introduces some remarkable companies based in STPs & AOIs around the world:

• SalonScale, Alicia Soulier (Canada) – they actually grew their revenue 101% under the Covid shutdown, when
most of their salon customers were forced to close!

• Nanjing Voice of Hand Information Technology Co., Bin Chen (China) – a social enterprise which took sign
language translation online, supporting the Deaf under lockdown.

• Hola Systems, Danijela Miljkovic (Serbia) – interactive touch screens that pivoted to non-contact temperature
measurement and disinfection of the user’s hands.

• Graphene Composites Limited, Sandy Chen (UK) - they pivoted their tech to make coronavirus-killing ink for
personal protective equipment (PPE) to significantly increase protection.

• VDK, Sergey Shagalov (Russia) - industrial equipment production that pivoted to a patented surface sanitizer
for roads, infrastructure, city squares, water and air.
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12:45
Connecting to Adelaide... (with an echo from Dubai and Italy) - Auditorium
The honourable guest is Marco Baccanti – past President of IASP and a true cosmopolitan: originally from Italy, 
where he managed two science parks, continued in the STP industry in Dubai and then moved to Adelaide where 
he is currently based.

In Australia Marco has held positions in both the public and the private sector and joins Ebba Lund for a 
conversation about his professional journey.

12:45
AOI & STP conversations: Latin America - Grand Hall
Take a trip around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting Latin America. 
Welcome by: Regional Division President Fernando Amestoy (Parque Científico y Tecnológico de Pando, Uruguay) 

Moderator: Jorge Audy (TECNOPUC - Parque Científico e Tecnológico da PUCRS, Brazil)

Speakers: Alejandro Carbonell (Ciudad del Saber, Panama), Susana Kakuta (TECNOSINOS - Parque Tecnológico 
de São Leopoldo, Brazil) and Esteban Cassin (Argentina)

13:00
AOI & STP conversations: North America - Auditorium
Take a trip around the world with IASP’s regional divisions! Join the conversation with local STPs & AOIs and learn 
about the key issues affecting North America. 
Welcome by: Regional Division President Sylvain Ouellette (Technopark Montréal, Canada)

Moderator: Bill Sproull (Telecom Corridor of Richardson - RCC, USA)

Speakers: Regina Garza (Tecnia Parque Tecnológico y de Innovación, Mexico), Carol Stewart (Tech Parks Arizona, 
USA) and Josée Fortin (Sherbrooke Innopole, Canada).

13:30
Connecting to Boston (with an echo from South Korea and Denmark) 

Grand Hall
Torben Orla Nielsen is back on the IASP stage in a talk with Ebba Lund who connects to hear his international 
experiences since leaving the Science Park industry in Copenhagen and moving on to work for Danish Innovation 
Centres in South Korea and the US.

Directly from Kendall Square in Boston, Torben helps fostering and enhancing innovation and research 
partnerships between Denmark and the Greater Boston Area in his current role as Science Attaché.
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Latest trends in life sciences and the impact of COVID-19
Auditorium
The life science sector has naturally been at the forefront of efforts to fight the pandemic and innovation been 
key to bring forward solutions as well as expert settings to support local communities in difficult times. Hear 
from life science experts linked to science parks and innovation hubs in Sweden, Germany, Italy and Canada.

Moderator: Charlotta Gummeson (Sahlgrenska Science Park, Sweden) 

Speakers: André Domin (Technologiepark Heidelberg GmbH, Germany) , Fabrizio Conicella (OpenZone, Italy) 
and Dominic Vachon (AdMare BioInnovations, Canada).

15:20
Quickfire interview: cities and innovation - Auditorium
How about the urban settings of our innovation communities? Collaboration and different stakeholders are 
key in current times.

Meet Carl Baillargeon (Groupe UIG, Canada) and Marco Oelschlegel (VisitBerlin – Berlin Convention 
Office, Germany) to hear their views on the importance of innovation in their cities, the role STPs/AOIs can 
play in the brand of city and more.

13:45
Quickfire interview: innovation ecosystem managers - Auditorium
Who are the people running science parks and areas of innovation? As we focus on the human factor, let’s connect 
with the managers to hear what brought them to the industry, their profiles, what they love about it and more…

In this double interview you will meet Olivier Varlet (EuraMaterials, France) and Maria Ådahl (Landvetter Södra 
Utveckling AB, Sweden).

13:45
Quickfire interview: innovation ecosystem managers - Grand Hall
Who are the people running science parks and areas of innovation? As we focus on the human factor, let’s connect 
with the managers to hear what brought them to the industry, their profiles, what they love about it and more…

In this double interview you will meet Kenny Kim (Jeju Science Park , South Korea) and Amaia Bernaras (Science 
and Technology Park of Gipuzkoa, Spain). 

13:55 - 14:30  B R E A K

14:30
15min Q&A
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15:30
Living Labs and city engagement - Auditorium

Talent attraction and retention in STPs and AOIs - Auditorium
In order to thrive, innovation ecosystems need talented individuals, and STPs and AOIs have a key role to play in 
identifying, developing and attracting these individuals, as well as helping their cities and regions become places 
where talented people want to be. Find out how they are supporting their companies to find the best possible 
workforce by working with local schools and universities, and creating quality jobs for their local communities.

Moderator: Nihel Chabrak (United Arab Emirates University Science and Innovation Park, United Arab Emirates) 

Speakers: Anna Broeders (Linköping Science Park, Sweden), Erin Koshut (Cumming Research Park, USA) and 
Justyna Ciegotura (Poznan Science and Technology Park, Poland)

17:30
Quickfire interview: innovation ecosystem managers - Auditorium
Who are the people running science parks and areas of innovation? As we focus on the human factor, let’s connect 
with the managers to hear what brought them to the industry, their profiles, what they love about it and more…

In this double interview you will meet Wojciech Przbylski (Krakow Technology Park, Poland) and Serdar Alemdar 
(ODTU Teknokent, Turkey).

Human centred living labs can be a smart way to attract and retain talent, as well engage diverse stakeholders to 
enhance economic development in cities and regions. Hear from three cities who join us to share their strategic 
approaches to drive innovation and stimulate the creation, implementation and validation of new ideas in their 
innovation communities. 

Marc Sanderson (Malaga City Council, Spain)  joins us with the city perspective, alongside Hilde de Vocht (High 
Tech Campus Eindhoven, The Netherlands),  Komal Doshi  from Ann Arbor SPARK area of innovation, USA, and 
moderator: Robin Daniels (Redpill Group, UK)

16:20
Take a break and unwind - Auditorium
Join our MC for some interactive activities!

16:30 - 16:40   B R E A K

16:40

15min Q&A

15min Q&A
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17:40
Network thinking: Your Network IQ for Ecosystem Innovation
Auditorium

Talent and places to thrive - Auditorium

18:30
Entrepreneurs today: how to support them - Grand Hall

What makes a place attractive to talented people, and what are they looking for in a community, city and region? 
Join us to discover how innovation ecosystems are contributing to developing places where people want to live 
and work, with a strong employment market, good quality of life complete with culture and education, as well as 
discussing the qualities of the built environment that can help companies and innovators to thrive.

Moderator: Jonathan Burroughs (Creative Places, UK) 

Speaker: François Nortje (Osmond Lange Architects and Planners, South Africa), Alberto Mina (MIND Milano 
Innovation District, Italy) and Carl Viel (Quebec International, Canada)  

There are many different ways to support entrepreneurs and develop a flourishing startup ecosystem: this panel 
brings insights from different countries, exploring how support is tailored to the local context, the different 
mechanisms in place to create a wider culture of entrepreneurship, and how they have adapted under the 
pandemic.

Moderator: Diego De Biasio (Technoport, Luxemburg) 

Speaker: Rafael  Chanin (TECNOPUC - Parque Científico e Tecnológico da PUCRS, Brazil), Ulrika Malmqvist 
(Movexum, Sweden) and Cristina Collazos (Ciudad del Saber, Panama) 

Take a research-based look at how humans work together in networks: high-performance innovation 
ecosystems will be analysed by Dr Daria Tataj using her Network Intelligence assessment tool. Assess your skills 
as a leader who builds partnerships, cultivates communities and grows innovation networks, and hear Dr Tataj’s 
key findings for the science park/area of innovation industry.
Moderator: Lars Sørensen (the Netherlands)

Speaker:  Daria Tataj (Tataj Innovation, Poland) 

18:10
Take a break and unwind - Auditorium
Time for some interaction and activities!

18:20   B R E A K

18:30 

15min Q&A

15min Q&A

10min Q&A
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19:20
Quickfire interview: women’s network founders - Auditorium
Meet the founder of Women in IASP,  Catherine Johns (Kielder Observatory Astronomical Society, UK)  in this 
double interview with Soledad Díaz (Association of Science and Technology Parks of Spain-APTE, Spain) who 
both give their takes on talent, women working in STEM fields, professional achievements, best memories from 
IASP conferences and more.

19:20
Quickfire interview: entrepreneurs - Grand Hall
Entrepreneur focus: In this double interview you will meet Louise Lennersten and Orientina Di Giovanni. Louise is 
the founder and CEO of Interspectral (Sweden) and works to transform complex 3D data to engaging experiences, 
and Orientina is the founder of CareApt and ZCube - Zambon Group (Italy). Both joined IASP last year in Nantes and 
we are delighted to have them back!

19:30
Take a break and unwind - Auditorium & Grand Hall
Join our MC for some interactive activities!

19:40
PANEL: Female talent in innovation ecosystems - Auditorium
Five members of Women in IASP share their perspectives on women in the science park industry, innovation & 
entrepreneurship, and initiatives around the world to increase their involvement. With a greeting from coordinator 
Evdoxia Kouraki (Johanneberg Science Park, Sweden), moderator Dolores Cortés (Buenos Aires Innovation Park, 
Argentina) will be talking to Lourdes Cruz (Málaga TechPark; Parque Tecnológico de Andalucía, Spain), Carol Stewart 
(Tech Parks Arizona, USA) and Martha Leal (PIIT Parque de Investigación e Innovación Tecnológica, Mexico) 

19:40
PANEL: Entrepreneurial culture and human capital - Grand Hall
When it comes to innovation, does culture matter? What must we understand by “culture” with regards to the 
economy and business dimension of societies? Do STPs and AOIs have a cultural dimension to their job? Our job 
is more than offering space and facilities: we are an integral part of an ecosystem and contribute powerfully to 
shaping it: how is that happening in this sudden global crisis? How useful and helpful are we for our resident 
smaller companies? These are just some of the issues that three very experienced panellists will address in this 
session. 

Moderator: Luis Sanz (IASP) 

Speakers: Jean-François Balducchi (Atlanpole, France), André Domin (Technologiepark Heidelberg GmbH, 
Germany) and Deepanwita Chattopadhyay (IKP Knowledge Park, India)

20:25    End  of  day2
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Business incubation: what has changed and where are we heading?
Auditorium

9:30
What happened and what’s next - Auditorium
Recap of day 2 and preview of day 3, with Ebba Lund (IASP) and Jean-François Balducchi (Atlanpole, France)

9:45

Business incubation doesn’t look like it used to. Innovation hubs around the world have been at the forefront of 
the revolution in how we nurture startups and entrepreneurs, becoming more personalised, flexible and 
versatile to help them grow a business. Discover how they work with industry, universities and the wider 
entrepreneurial community both locally and internationally, and what the future might hold!

Moderator: Albert Wong (Hong Kong Science & Technology Parks Corporation, China) 

Speakers: Martin Goroško (TEHNOPOL Tallinn Science Park, Estonia), Guannan Zhu (Caohejing Hi-Tech Park, 
China) and Tobias Kirschnick (Berlin Adlershof, Germany) 

10:30
Tech firms and finance: accelerating their growth - Auditorium
Meet Joshua Novick, a technology entrepreneur who founded and grew Antevenio, from a “garage” start-up 
to a multinational quoted on the Paris Euronext Stock Exchange. After exiting his shareholding position in the 
company he now focuses on mergers and acquisitions in the technology and media sectors, advising companies 
on key elements such as earn outs, non-compete clauses, exclusivity and more.

Join the ‘Expert Insights’ session to hear his story and main takeaways in conversation with Salvatore Majorana, 
Director of Kilometro Rosso (Italy).

11:00
Eyes on the market: Company stories worldwide - Auditorium
Meet the companies that we are all working to support! Jernej Pintar, CEO of Technology Park Ljubljana (Slovenia) 
and chief community builder of tech companies leads this high-powered, trend-setting and futuristic session, 
featuring:

• Wootzano, Atif Syed (UK) – a robotics company. Their blockbuster is making artificial skin for robots, thus
enabling them to have ‘a human touch’ to work with delicate tasks like picking vegetables and fruits.

• TinyEye, Greg Sutton (Canada) – Education SAAS for speech-impeded kids. Their blockubuster is an online
video+audio platform that includes specialized therapeutic tools.

• Turtle Shell Technologies Pvt Ltd, Mudit Dandwate (India) - eHealth company. Their blockbluster is a
contactless device under a mattress that tracks heartbeat, respiration, sleep, stress, cardiac contractions… to
be used in homes, hospitals, carehomes, etc. Remote patient monitoring.

• Wastehero, Hussam Mansour (Denmark) – waste management company. Their blockbuster is the IOT system
of when the garbage cans need to be emptied (not too late/soon), which improves costs up to 71% annually.

11:45 - 11:55   B R E A K

15min Q&A

10min Q&A
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11:55
Big & small: company collaboration - Auditorium

Partnerships to drive innovation - Grand Hall

12:40
Attracting high-tech companies in uncertain times - Auditorium

12:40
What is sustainability anyway? - Grand Hall

Big corporates and tiny startups can both benefit hugely from working together: join us to explore how innovation 
ecosystem managers can bring the right partners together, help them overcome challenges to form productive 
working relationships, and make sure they both gain from the collaboration.

Moderator: Faruk Inaltekin (BILKENT CYBERPARK, Turkey) 

Speakers:  Björn Westling (Johanneberg Science Park, Sweden), Aline Figlioli (University of Brighton, UK) and 
Robert Alderson (Berggren Oy, Finland)

11:55

From challenge-based innovation finding solutions to urban problems, to interconnected incubators and 
community integration, to exchanging research and experiences with each other worldwide: explore how 
collaborative working and partnerships drive innovation.

Moderator: Josep Piqué (La Salle Technova Barcelona, Spain) 

Speakers:  Paul Jansen (Innovation Area Development Partnership-IADP, The Netherlands), Zhou Teng (ZGC 
Software Park, China) and Anita Tregner (Meta Group, Italy) 

For many STPs and AOIs, the pandemic has led to changed markets for attracting companies. René Buck (BCI 
Global, The Netherlands)  will present a roadmap for innovation ecosystems to improve their value proposition, 
stay competitive and leverage their region’s assets in a session moderated by Lourdes Cruz (Málaga TechPark; 
Parque Tecnológico de Andalucía, Spain).

Join David Goodman and Concepción Galdón for a conversation about what sustainability means and how 
to apply it in your organisations. With David’s background in architecture he’ll share examples of sustainable 
creations, linking also to opportunities for innovation communities and ideas for using our spaces. The session is 
moderated by Concepción Galdón who is Social Innovation Director and Academic Lead at IE University.

15min Q&A

15min Q&A

10min Q&A

10min Q&A
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13:10
Technology Transfer conversation - Auditorium
Join us for insights from the Competence Centre on Technology Transfer (JRC) of the European Commission, the 
recognised reference point for expertise on technology transfer for the European Union.

Chair Alessandro Fazio (JRC) will be in conversation with Hans Boumans (TNO, the Netherlands), Gianluca 
Carenzo (HIT - Hub Innovazione Trentino, Italy) and Carlos Blanco (UC3M, Spain), as they explore this crucial 
activity for science parks and areas of innovation that helps research become market-ready products and viable 
businesses. 

13:10
Sustainability and the role of innovation ecosystem - Grand Hall
Sustainability is all about the future, whether that is the future of the planet, of individuals or of organisations. It 
encompasses collaboration to ensure a cleaner future, ongoing support for entrepreneurs and lifelong learning, 
as well as the green economy and specific sectors like forestry Join us to learn more about the role STPs and 
innovation ecosystems can play and are already playing in the sustainability agenda. 

Moderator: Malin Rogström (Sandbacka Science Park, Sweden) 

Speakers:  Harri Palviainen (Business Joensuu, Finland), Eric Voinson (Atlanpole, France) and Daan 
Wortel (Duurzaamheidsfabriek Fieldlab Smart Industry, The Netherlands)  

13:55 - 14:30    B R E A K

14:30
IASP General Assembly - Auditorium
IASP members only

15:20
Quickfire interview: Inspiring Solutions previous winners - Auditorium
In this double interview you will meet David Pitschmann David Pitschmann (Lakeside Science & Technology Park, 
Austria) and Paulius Nezabitauskas (Kaunas Science and Technology Park, Lithuania), the first place winners of 
our Inspiring Solutions awards from 2019 and 2018 respectively! Get to know more about them, their cities and 
their winning solutions and stay tuned to find out who this year’s winners will be!

https://www.iasp.ws/activities/news/innovation-ecosystems-and-the-human-factor-at-the-iasp-world-conference
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15:30
IASP Inspiring Solutions Award cermony - Auditorium
The moment we’ve all been waiting for! You’ve learned about the innovative best practice they submitted from all 
around the world, you’ve watched their videos, maybe talked to them, and you’ve voted for your favourite. Now 
it’s time to find out who the top 3 Inspiring Solutions are, cast your LIVE vote to select the overall winner, and to 
celebrate with them!

16:00 - 16:10   B R E A K

16:15
A look ahead: developing a positive leadership mindset - Auditorium
Nick van Dam (IE University, Spain)  
The demands on today’s leaders are becoming ever more complex. From dealing with pandemics, motivating and 
leading virtual teams, developing business scenario’s and making decision based on limited available information. 
Leaders need to be confident and realistic about the challenges they face and the attributes they need. Positive 
psychology has proved to lead to more balanced emotions, making leaders more effective at solving problems, 
more perseverant in the face of challenges and more likely to succeed. In this session, Nick will discuss a number 
of positive leadership practices that you can immediately put at work. You will learn how to embrace a positive 
leadership mindset.

16:45
Networking time - Auditorium
After 3 days of knowledge sharing, join us for a last face-to-face networking moment on Gatherly to greet friends 
from around the world and discuss what we’ve learned before we head to the closing of this year’s virtual and 
global IASP event.

17:15
Closing Ceremony - Auditorium
Join us to officially close IASP Virtual, with IASP Chairman Paul Krutko and IASP CEO Ebba Lund. 

17:35   End of d ay3

https://www.iasp.ws/activities/news/innovation-ecosystems-and-the-human-factor-at-the-iasp-world-conference
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